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Feature on California Destinations Highlights the Growing Interest in Road
Travel, Notes Van Rental Center

Commenting on a recent article, the Los Angeles based van rental company notes that the
excitement around exploring the Golden State shows no sign of waning.

Los Angeles, CA (PRWEB) November 30, 2016 -- According to a November 1 articlepublished on Journal
Now, there is no shortage of exciting travel destinations in Northern California, where visitors can enjoy
everything from the great natural splendor of Yosemite, to the beauty of Half Moon Bay and the outstanding
wines of Mendocino County. The Los Angeles based van rental agency Van Rental Center (VRC) notes that the
increasing interest in road trip travel recommendations points to a continuing demand for reliable adventure-
ready transportation rentals. VRC goes on to note that rental vans can provide travelers with a variety of
benefits during their road trips, such as;

Comfort – VRC notes that road trip enthusiasts oftentimes prefer to travel with a large group of friends and
family to enjoy the sights with. A multi-passenger van can allow travelers to invite more individuals with plenty
of extra room so that everyone can relax in comfort during lengthy trips. Moreover, the Southern California van
rental company goes on to note that larger vans, such as the Ford Transit XLT 15 Passenger High Roof also
allow more storage room for suitcases and other supplies.

Safety - One of the biggest concerns travelers have during road trips is, of course, the safety and well-being of
their family and/or friends. The Los Angeles based van rental agency notes that a top-notch rental agency can
provide travelers with thoroughly-inspected and maintained vehicles to get them safely to their destinations.
VRC adds that travelers and their loved ones can enjoy their trips with peace of mind knowing that they are
traveling in safety.

Immersive Experience - The Southern California based van rental agency notes that a rental van can provide
travelers with a more immersive experience compared to other types of vehicles. A rental van typically has
larger windows that allow travelers to enjoy a more expansive view of their surroundings and sights during
their journey.

Van Rental Center concludes by noting that road trip enthusiasts can enjoy the many benefits of renting a
superbly appointed and extremely spacious van for their next big travel adventure. The van rental company’s
team of friendly and extremely knowledgeable customer service agents is ready to help travelers choose the
best vehicle for their next road excursion. Interested readers who would like more information about Van
Rental Center and their numerous convenient locations are encouraged to contact the agency at (310) 568-8230
or visit their website atwww.VanRentalCenter.com today.
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